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Subject: MODEL 12 INTERLOCKING RELAY WITH SERVICE SPECIFICATION HEAVY DITTY BACK CON'JlACTS AND 

LOCKING-PAWL-OPERATING SPRINGS 
For other information see Service 
Specifications 1188 and 1188-A. 
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The preceding sketch shows the maIUler in which the 
heavy duty back contact parts are assembled to replace stand
ard contacts. The heavy duty contacts are furnis~ed for ap
plication in the two middle contact sections on the armature 
only. The standard contacts should be left in the two end .. 
contact sections and both of these contact sections must be 
equipped with front contact springs to obtain proper release 
calibration. 
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A special pawl-operating spring Pc. 106374 is furnished 
with the heavy duty back contact parts. This should be assembled 
on each armature as indicated in the sketch. This spring is fas
tened to the armature with the same two screws that hold the 
locking arm. The purpose of this pawl-operating spring is to 
in~ure that the locking pawl is driven to the locking position 
when the armature releases, even if the back contacts should not 
compress the full normal amount. This pawl-operating spring can 
be applied to any Model 12 interlocking relay, but it is par
ticularly desirable when the armature has four back contacts, as 
will usually be the case when the heavy duty contacts are applied. 

The standard contacts and the interlocking mechanism 
should be adjusted the same as for standard relays, as covered by 
Service Specifications 1188 and 1188-A. 

ADJUSTMENT OF HEAVY DUTY BACK CONTACTS 
The initial trapped press~e between the contact spring 

1 and the stop 2 should require approximately 7 grams or 1/4 ounce 
at the middle of the silver tip to open the spring away from the 
stop. The stop should be bent, if necessary, to get this pres
sure. 

Because of the weight of the heavy silver tips, all 
checks of adjustment should be made with the relay in the normal 
upright position. A metal rack or stand to.support the relay a 
foot or so above the work bench is desirable. 

The heavy duty back contacts should be adjusted to-have 
0.020" (Minimum) opening when the armature is .in the locked posi
tion (as the right-hand armature in Fig. 4, Sheet 6, Service 
Specification #1188.) If the armature has a flagman front con
tact, the heavy duty back contacts should have 0.020" (minimum) 
opening when the flaE9.D,an front contact is just breaking. This 
adjustment is made by bending the back contact spring support 4, 
or shifting or bending the contact Pc. 106371 which is mounted 
on the armature. 

The two silver tips should be approximately centered 
with each other when just making, and should hit square. When 
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the armature is fully released, the line of contact betveen the 
two should be at least 1/16" from the rivets on the lover silver 
tip. 

The standard low v·oltage back contacts on the same 
armature should be adjusted to make contact at the same time 
as the heavy duty back contacts, which means that their ad
justment will be practically the same as explained in Service 
Specification 1188. 

The back stop member 3 underneath the contact spring 
should be bent so as to just clear the heavy silver tip vhen 
the armature is in the fully released position. 

PAWL-OPERATING SPRINGS 

The pawl-operating spring Pc. 106374 should be assem
bled as indicated in the sketch, and should be centered sideways 
with respect to the locking pawl. This spring should be adjust
ed by bending the heavy member that is attached to the armature 
so that the end of the spring comes in contact with the top of 
the driving arm on .the locking pawl when the armature moves 
down to the point where the standard front contacts have approx
imately 1/64" opening. The other armature should be in the 
energized position so that the locking pawl is in the free or 
mid position when this adjustment is checked. It should then 
be noted that when the armature is allowed to drop to the fully 
released position, this operating spring is compressed against 
the stop on the locking arm. The spring should be bent upwards 
slightly, if. necessary, to meet this check. 

CALIBRATION 

The calibration values with the heavy duty back c.on
tacts are the same as for standard contacts as given. in Service 
Specificat1on 1188. The drop-avay values on relays vith only 
two front contacts ordinarily will be approximately 10% lover 

than the values ·for relays with four f'l,ont contact~ 
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This specification covers .service tests ·and adjustments ~ 

which can be made at Railroad repair shops on Train Control Vane __ / 
:~ . 
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Type Relays (T.V.21). 

Instructions c!.I"e given fo •. contact adjustments, mechan-
-teal inspection and operating tests. 

The magnetic circuit is carefully tuned a.nd balanced 

with the condensers before leaving the factory. It is therefore 

essential that in case it becomes necessary to change the coils 

or condensers that the matter be taken up with the manufacturer. 

CONTACT ADJUSTMENT 

All contact springs should be adjusted so as to have 

0.2 ounces initial.pressure; that is; they should be adjusted so 

that a weight of 0.2 ounces hung at the end of the flexible part 

of the contact spring will just move the phosphor bronze part of 

the spring away from the brass back stop. The front contact 

should have 1/32 11 compresaton when the relay is picked up; that 

is; the flexible part of the spring should be 1/32 11 from the 

brass back stop. The front contact should be open 3/32u when 
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